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Key Features 

,t..,/ Whitelist Websites - Restrict Users to Only Allowed Websites
'l::lf Whitelist and allow browsing of only approved website(s) that are required by the users. 

Launch at Startup 
Set a website to launch automatically whenever a device is switched on or rebooted. 

Device Security 
Secure devices with blocked access to apps, lockdown device settings and device home. 

Branding & Personalization 
Brand mobile devices with help of customized UI; wallpapers, icons, screensaver, title bar, etc. 

Content Filtering for Selected websites 
Block access to web pages containing the identified keywords 

Content Blocking Analytics 
Generate useful insights into blocked web pages and keywords through SureMDM reports 

□ Kiosk Mode
c::::::J Disable mobile device peripherals like Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Camera, Mobile Data, GPS, etc.

LJ 
Customized Toolbar
Create, customize and set a personalized toolbar of your choice for the browser. 

Schedule Cleanup and Reboot 
Specify day and time for automatic reboot or clearing of browser history, cache, cookies, etc. 

Auto Lockdown Configuration 
w..: u Set import/export from cloud to schedule auto update lockdown and device settings.
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Compatibility with SureMDM - 42Gears UEM
Use SureMDM's inbuilt option to remotely install, configure and manage SureFox.

Disable Hardware Keys
Disable external hardware keys of the mobile devices including volume buttons, power button, etc.

SureFox Analytics
Get insights of whitelisted websites usage and the duration for which they were browsed.

Battery Saving
Enable battery saving features like auto brightness adjustment, brightness on battery level, etc.

Offline Activation
Activate SureFox without internet connection using device details like !MEI, Wi-Fi MAC and GUID.

Contact us here

Email : sales@tpdc.co.za
Phone:+ 27 (0) 10 492 7081 

"42Gears named as a Visionary in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for UEM Tools 2018 and 2019" 
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